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Introduction

While analyzing chromatograms, obtained with the help of a multi-channel (e.g. Photodiode Array or Mass-Spectral) detector [1], one of the first and most important goals is to find the peak spectrum for the purpose of spectrum identification or to define a database spectrum. There are several ways to calculate the spectrum associated with the peak, some of the well-known ones are: peak apex, upstepe, downstope, average spectra, and spectrum by factor analysis [2]. In most software packages some amount of expert work has to be done to select the spectrum that can be used for peak identification from all possible spectra. We offer a simple procedure to select best spectrum that matches additional criterion to be "purest".

Inter-spectra angle definition

Figure 1. Definition of inter-spectra angle for the case of two channels (wavelengths). S1 - response at channel 1, S2 - response at channel 2, P and Q - spectra of different components, φ is inter-spectra angle.

Our criterion is based on the local purity [3] parameter, attributed to every spectrum of the peak, that equals to the maximum of two angles between the spectrum being evaluated and its two left and right time-neighbors. The lower is this parameter, the "pure" is the spectrum. For homogeneous peaks that are far from detector overflow, all spectra should be proportional to each other according to Bailer's law, so angle between neighbors should equal zero, and any spectrum can be selected as "purest". This theoretical ideal picture is spoiled by noise influence, and signal-to-noise ratio is minimized somewhere near peak apex. Really, for peaks without detector overflow purest spectrum is near the peak top. As soon as concentration is high enough for some channels to be out of linear range, position of the purest spectrum shifts to up- or downslope portion of the peak. In the case of peak overlap "purity" profile becomes significantly distorted, so spectra from contaminated parts of the peak become "impure".

This "purest" spectrum can be used for all purposes of spectrum identification procedures and thus many evaluation procedures can be automated [4]. Surely, this spectrum is not "true", but can be considered as a good estimate of the real one.

Results

All results were obtained using fast scanning detector of "Filichrom A02" chromatograph (EcoNova, Novosibirsk, Russia), but are easily applicable to any Diode-Array or Mass-spectral detector.

Conclusion

Best purity spectrum is a very simple concept that significantly improves performance of peak identification routines at a very low cost.
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Figure 2. Elution profiles (a), purity angle derivative profile (b) and spectra (c) of overlapped peak. Neither average, nor peak top spectra will provide correct component spectra. Best Purity spectrum provides the correct answer.

Figure 3. Elution profile (a), angle derivative profile (b) and spectra (c) of overlapped peaks. Best Purity spectra provides the best answer.

Figure 4. Elution profile (a), angle derivative profile (b) and spectra of the peak with impurity. Best purity spectrum provides the best answer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectrum type</th>
<th>Angle with library spectrum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak apex</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best purity</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectrum type</th>
<th>Angle with library spectrum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak apex</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best purity</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>